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This inv??tionir?lâtes to i stöp imechanismº coni- :

just prior to the actual stopping of the machine.
Iris such a machine, the stop arm must be moved

at least completely out of stopping position be
fore it can be latched in running position, and,

tually'started, they will perform a predetermined
?y?le ?f operatiöris and stop, and-p?rticularly tö
séWifig machinés adaptéd to sew a shórt i Séám

för practical - feasons, some "slight clear?mce º or
leeWay must be provided, that is to say, there
inlist be some spagiiig, however small, between the
stopping and running positions. With such an
arrangement it is possible for a careless operator,
by an impeffect of incomplete operation of the
treadle or hand lever, to produce what is known

and then come što rest, su?h, for example, i

buttenhole sewing-machines. The invention hias
för its general object to pr?vidë miâniu?lly ª õp?r:
ated stop mechanism conitfoliing means, 6f Such

character that, when the stop mechanism is

moved thereby into a position which will caise
of permit the mã?hirie to st?rt, the compiétiöri ?f
the full iriteñded cyclèof-operätions: óf thi? fina
chine is insured", béforé the fétürn of the Stöp
mechanism to stopping position is permittee.

as a “false start'; that is to say, it is possible
to move the stop arm just far enough to permit

thie mia?hine to start without latching it in rura
ning position. When this occurs, if the operator
releases the treadle or lever after starting the

machine (which, in the normal operation, must

While riot limited thereto, the invention is of
particular utility in connection with buttonhole

bé done in drcier to perfit the stabsequent auto

topping of the machine), the stop arm
Will rétürn at önce 'to stopping position, so'that,
after the formation of a relatively few stitches,
the machine will be stopped, the buttonhole élit
ter operated, and the work clamp opened, leav
ing mecha?äišm, ä. Work clamp, means for impart 25 ing ä cut i büt incompletely i stitched buttonhole
relative feeding...iniovements to the Stitch,
Which intist bë restitëhed. This is difficult, be
cause the unclamped work must be relocated in
exactly the position in which it was cut, and is
apt to résultin imperfect work, because : à cér
themachine and auto?ätieälly operäted to stóp 30 tain number of stitches will be superimposed, and

sewing inachinés of the type known as “straight

hìôle” miachinês, i described, för example, in pät
ents, No. 714,284, November 25, 1902, and No.
749,776,
January 19, 1904. Buttonholë rradhinës
of thisãñd soñië: öthiê? typesiin?ludestitchaSfö??h

20

the mia?hiñe aftër the ?Gmipl?tión of the sewing
cycle, and a bittonhôle-cutter which is automatic
callyi öperated tó cüt the Büttönhölé si just prior
to the stopping of the machine.

more important, because machines of this type,
being designed to stitch before cutting, cannot be
relied upon to produce perfect work upon a pre

cut, buttonhole.

e Work

clamp is usually automatically closed to clamp

the work when the machine is started and
automatically opened to release the work
when the machine is stopped. In a “straight
hole" machine, as described in the patents above
referred to, the stitch-positioning feedirig move

ments are in parted to the work clamp, first in
one direction from a starting position and then
in the opposite direction back to the starting po
sition; the stop mechanism comprises a stop
arm which is manually moved, as by a treadle or
hand lever, out of a stopping position, into which
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Sion of means whereby, when the stop mechanism .
is manually moved, out of full 'stopping position,
suficiently faritó pér?it thé machinie to š?a?t, it
will be automatically moved into full running
position, in which position it is latched or retained

urtii automatically Feleased upôn the compl?tion
óf the m?iáchinie?ýcle.

45

it is normally biased and in which the machine
is at rest, into a running position, in which the

machine is operated under power; means are
provided for lat?hing the stop armi in ru?ining
position, said latching means being attomatically
released, when the work clamp is returned to its
starting position, to permit the stop ?rm to rè
turn to stöpping positión; and the butto?hole
cutter is operated through the stop arrin, whén
the latter has been restored to stopping position,

In accordance with the present invention, the
foregoing difficilties are Óvercome by the provi
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Theobjéctš öf theinventiorá, a?d means where
by the latter irhay b? carriedirito effect, will best
be traderstood from the following description of a

pfeferred
embodimient thereof shown in the ac
companying, drawings, this, however, having beeh
chosen for illustrative purposes mérely, as it will
be Óbvious to those skilled in the art that said

invention, as defined by the citains hereunto ap
pended, may be otherwisé embodied Withoütº d?
partti refroin the Spirit and scope thereof.
In said drawings:
Fig. 1 is a side elevation, partly in vertical sec

tioh and partly brok?h away, of a finalchihë hav

2
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ing the invention applied thereto, certain parts
not necessary to the understanding of the inven
tion being omitted for simplicity of illustration.
Fig. 2 is a vertical Section taken substantially
on the line 2-2, Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a horizontal section taken substantially
on the line 3-3, Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary end elevation as Viewed
from the right in Figs. 1 and 3.
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary vertical section taken
substantially on the line 5-5, Fig. 3.
In the drawings (see particularly Figs. 1 and 3)

pressed stop bolt 5, the end of which, when the

shaft 46 is in the longitudinal position shown in

5
0

Figs. 1 and 3 (i. e., the stopping position in Which
the belt 4 is engaged with the loose pulley 43)
is in the path of a cam 52 (See also Fig. 4) fast
on the shaft 40, said cam having a rising portion
b; a notch C and a stop shoulder d. The bolt 5,
When in the path of movement of the calm 52, is
held in engagement with the periphery of the lat
ter by a spring pressed plunger 53 carried by the
upright 6 and engaging the stop arm 45, said
plunger tending to force Said stop arm down

Wardly and press the end of the bolt 5 against
the periphery of the can 52.

is shown a portion of a 'straight-hole' button

hole sewing machine of the general type described
in the patents above referred to. Said machine

A buttonhole cutter 60 is carried by a lever 6
journalled on a short Stud shaft 62 Supported in
the bed, Said lever having an arm 63 connected
by a universal joint, generally indicated at 64
(Fig. 3) with a stud 65 extending inwardly from
on is a work clamp comprising a clamp plate 8 20 the stop arm 45. The arrangement is such that
When the end of the stop bolt 5 rides upon the
to which is pivoted at 9 a lever 20 carrying clamp
rising portion b of the cam 52, the buttonhole
arms 2 to the extremities of which are pivoted
cutter 6 is depressed to cut the buttonhole slit,
clamping feet 22. The clamp arms 2, except
after which, when the end of the bolt enters the
when restrained as hereinafter described and as
shown in Fig. 1, are normally depressed, to close 25 notch c the spring pressed plunger 53 causes the
buttonhole cutter to rise to its original position,
the clamp and cause the feet 22 to clamp the
and When the end of the bolt 5 is engaged by
work upon the plate f8, by a Spring 23 interposed
the Stop shoulder d the machine is positively
between the lever 20 and the plate i8. The clamp
stopped, the stopping impact being cushioned by
plate 8 is connected by a ball and Socket con
yielding of said bolt.
nection, generally indicated at 24, with a nut 25 30 theExcept
as hereafter pointed out, the construc
threaded on a feed screw 26 which is intermit

comprises a hollow base A having at itStop a bed
i5 from which rises a standard is carrying an
overhanging arm 7 Spaced above the bed. Guid
ed on the bed for longitudinal movement there

tion, arrangement and mode of operation of the

tently rotated by mechanism not shown, first

parts above referred to are, or may be, sub
stantially as more fully described in the above

in one direction and then in the other, to cause

the nut 25, and consequently the work clamp as

a whole, to be moved, from a starting position
shown in Figs. 1 and 3, first toward the left, as
viewed in said figures, to position the Stitches
along one side of the buttonhole, and then toward
the right back to the starting position to position
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the Stitches along the opposite side of the but 40

tonhole.

The Stitch forming or Sewing instruinentalities
comprise an eye-pointed needle 2 above the bed
and cooperating underthread handling mechan
ism not shown, below the bed. The needle 27 is
carried by a needle bar 28, which is longitudinally
or Vertically reciprocated, by means generally
indicated at 29, in a needle bar guide 30, means,
not shown, being provided for oscillating said
guide alternately in opposite directions trans
versely to the direction of feed of the Work clamp

mentioned patents, particularly Patent No.
714,284.
Pivoted at 70 in the wall of the upright 6 is a
lever having one arm 72 extending into the up
right into a position to engage an extended por
tion 73 of the lever 20 which carries the clamp
arms 2. When the clamp closes under the in
fluence of the spring 23, the arm 72 is moved up
Wardly, while downward movement of said arm
Will cause the clamp to be opened to realease

the Work against the tension of said spring.
Pivoted at 74 to the arm 72 is a depending
link 75 carrying a catch or block 76. The
link 75 is normally urged by a spring 79 in
the direction to cause the catch or block 76 to
engage a lug 80 carried by the arm 63 of the but
tonhole cutter lever 6. Consequently, when the
buttonhole cutter 60 rises, the arm 72 is drawn
between successive strokes of the needle to posi
downwardly to open the work clamp.
tion the depth. Stitches.
Journalled in ears 86 in the base A is a rock
A main shaft 40 journalled in bearings, in the
bed f5 has power applied thereto by a belt 4 55 shaft 81 having secured thereto, as by a set screw
95, a three-armed lever indicated as a Whole at
alternatively engageable with fast and loose pull
88. One arm 89 of the lever 88 has connected
leys 42 and 43 on said shaft under the control
therewith a spring 90 tending normally to turn
of a belt shifter 44. The belt shifter is constitutes
the shaft 87 in a clockwise direction as viewed
an extension of a stop member or arm 45 carried
by an oscillating and longitudinally movable rock 60 in Fig. 1. A second arm 9? of the lever 88 is
connected; as hereinafter described, with a foot
shaft 46 mounted for Oscillation and a limited
treadle 93, whereby depression of the treadle will
longitudinal movement in bearing lugs 47 and 48
turn the shaft 87 in a counter-clockwise direction
depending from the bed. The Shaft 46 is normal
against the tension of the spring 90. The third
ly biased or urged toward the right, as Viewed
in Figs. 1 and 3, to engage the belt 4 with the 65 arm 94 of the lever 88 is extended into a position
to engage the arm 54 when the shaft 87 is turned
loose pulley 43, by a Spring 49 surrounding said
in the counter-clockwise direction, thereby slid
shaft and interposed between the bearing lug 48
ing the shaft 46 toward the left in Figs. 1 and 3,
and a collar 50 secured to the shaft, engagement
Out of stopping position, to start the machine as
of said collar with the bearing lug 47 limiting
the movements of Said shaft under the influence 70 above explained. Also fast on the shaft 8 is 3.
trip finger 96 adapted, when the shaft 87 is turned
of said Spring. The collar 50 is provided with a
laterally extending arm 54 by which the shaft
in a counter-clockwise direction, to engage the
Catch or block 76 and disengage the latter from
46 may be moved to the left against the tension
the lug 80. The arrangement is such that when
of the Spring 49 by means hereinafter described.
Slidably mounted in the stop arm 45 is a spring 5 the treadle 93 is depressed to turn the shaft 87
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iria
counter-clockwise direction fomitš normal
positiöiña? ?höwn in Fig.1,ihi Whi?ih it is hield by

sition shown in Fig. 3 tinder the irifluence of the
spiring 3f.:
The machine being at rest, and the parts in

the spring 90, the trip finger 96 will engage the
catch 76 to disengage the latter from the blóck 80.
Motinted, as by a screw foo, on the bearing lug
48, is a rotary latch f of normally tirged in a
clockwise direction (as viewed in Fig. 3) by a

the positions shown in Figs. 1 and 3, complete
depression of the treadle 93 causes the trip finger

96 to engage the link 75 and disengage the catch
76 from the lug. 80, thereby permitting the work

spring 102. The latch of has an upstanding
finger F.63 (see also Fig. 1) which cooperates with

a collar. 04 on the shaft 46. The arrangement
is such that when the shaft 46 is moved toward
the left from the position shown in Figs.1 and 3
i?tó full funning position, thie fingër F03 iš caused
by the spring 62 to snap back of the shoulder
95 provided by the collar 64 to hold the shaft
46 in running position.
A floating angular bariff 0 (Figs. 3 and 5) has
one end received in an opening in the wall
of the bed? 5 in such a manner as to permit both
longitudinal and angular movement of said bar in
a horizontal
direction. The
with
a laterally'éxtending
flangebariffs
óir ear isí f2formed
which
is guided in a horizontal groove ft3 in the lat
eral face of a boss 6 depending from the bed
5, whereby the bar if 0 is guided for lateral hori
Zontal angühar or Swinging movement about its
connection at Ff f with the bed f5. The bar to
is riorinally urged toward the left, as viewed in
Fig. 3, by a Spring 3f seated in an extension of
the groove ff3, the normal position of said bar
tunder
the influence of said spring being shown
îh Fig.3. When in this position, the end of a
dog? f8, carried by the end of the bar, is later
ally offset from the finger 03, as shown in Fig. 3.
When the bar ff0 is swung to the right against
the
tension of the spring 37, the end of the dog
f8 is brought opposite the firiger fo3. The bar
ffo is formed with an angular portion 22 (see
particularly Fig. 5) which is held by a spring 23
in engagement with the periphery. of a can 24
on the main shaft 40, whereby at each rotation

clamp to close under the influence of its spring 23,
and causes the arm 94 to move the shaft 46
toward the left into running position, in which
position it is retained by engagement of the finger

103 with the stop shoulder f05 under the influ

ence of the spring 02. When the parts are in

this position, the belt 4 is engaged with the fast
pulley 42, and the end of the stop bolt 5 is out
of the path of the cam 52. As above stated, dur
ing the buttonhole sewing cycle the feed nut 25

is moved by the screw 26, first toward the left
and then toward the right back to its initial or

starting position shown in Figs. 1 and 3. Move

merit of the shaft 46 inito running position has

25

the-free end of the dog 3 to rise, under the

30
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the latter toward the right from the position
shown in Fig. 3 into a position to bring the dog
f8 opposite the finger f03. The dog 3 is
formed with a laterally offset cam projection
f33 adapted to be engaged by a cooperating cam
projection 34 on an arm 35 extending from
the collar 50. The arrangement is such that
-

tion. Shown in Fig. 1 under the influence of the

Spring 90. Movement of the shaft 46 into stop
ping position shifts the belt 4 from the fast
pulley 42 to the loose pulley. 43 and brings the
end of the stop bolt 5 t into the path of move.

ment of the can 52. Consequently, just prior
to the positive stopping of the machine, the but
toinhole cutter 6 is depressed to cut the button
hele Slit and then - caused to rise, as above º ex
plaired. Restoration of the trip finger '96 to its

55

normal position shown in Fig.1, causes said fin
ger
to release the link 75, so that when the but
tonhole cutter is depressed the catch 6 is re
engaged with the lug. 80 by the spring 79, and

When the buttonhole cutter rises the work clamp
is opened. Movement of the shaft 46 into stop
ping position also restores the cam lug 34 to

60

the position shown in Fig. 1, thereby depressing
the dog 3, releasing the bar. 0, and permit
ting the Spring f23 to restore said bar to idling
position, as shown in Fig. 3.

65

upón a süfficieht counter-clockwise angulär
movement of the lever 88 to move the shaft 46
far enough toward the left to be latched in run
ning position by engagement of the finger 3
with the shoulder iO5 when the machine is
started. In prior machines of this type, in which
the treadle 93 has been connected with the airn
9 by a simple link or chain, it has been possible
for a careless operator, by reason of an incom

75

46-arid stop arm -45 far enough to engage the

When the shaft 46 moves toward: the right, (as
viewed
in Figs. 1 and 3) to stop the machine (the
nut 25 being in the position shown in said fig

ures) the can projection 34 engages the cam
projection 133, thereby depressing the free end
of the dog 3 into the-position shown in Fig. 1,
causing the same to disengage the bar f0, and

permitting the latter to swing into its normallpo

the treadle 93 shall have been released after

Starting the machine, or at least before the comi

pletien of the buttonhole cycle, and the shaft.87,
lever 88 and trip finger 96 restored to the posi

ing position upori the "comp?ëtion of th? button

hole, said end will engage the bar O and swing

5, thereby permitting

the Spring 49 to move the shaft. 46 into the stop
ping position. The latter operations require that

.. .

32 with its right hand end (as viewed in Fig. 1)
elevated or in such position that, when the nut
25 is moved to the right into its initial or start

finger 63, whereupon longitudinal movement of
said bar by the cam 124 will cause the dog fi8
to engage the finger d3 ånd disengage the latter

from the stop shoulder

this movemeñt is än idile öne, büt when said bar
is swung to the right from this position, there.
by bringing the dog ff.8 opposite the finger O3,
Such longitudinal movement will cause said dog
to engage said finger and release the latter from
05.

influence of the Spring 32, into such a position
that it will engage the bar if 0 and swing it into
the position in which the dog si f 8 is opposite the

said bar is in the lateral position shown in Fig. 3.

to the underside
of the
feedPivoted
nut 25atis fa30dog(Fig.1)
f3? normally
held by a spring

its movement toward the right, approaches its
initial position, the cam lug 33 will have passed
out of engagement with the can lug f34 before

said initial position is fully reached, permitting

of said shaft, that is to say, during each stitch
forming cycle of the machine, said bar is given
a longitudinal movement, said movement being
guided by the opening fff and slot 3. When

the shoulder

caused a corresponding movement of the cam lug
f34 to the left from the position shown in Figs. 1
and 3. Consequently, when the feed nut 25, in

The automatic cycle above outlined depends

plete depression of the treadle, to move the shaft

4.
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the lever 88 to return to its normal position under
the influence of the Spring 90, leaving the stop
mechanism latched in running position, the arm
9 can move upwardly without interference by
the resistor assembly since the dog 42 can turn
in a clockwise direction to permit the projection
50 to pass the projection 5 during the upward

belt 4 with the fast pulley 42 and disengage
the end of the stop bolt 5 from the stop shoulder
d (thereby starting the machine) Without mov
ing said shaft far enough to be latched in run
ning position. If this occurs, When the treadle

is released after starting (as, for reasons above
stated, must always be done), the Shaft 46 and
stop arm 45 are immediately returned to stop

ping position under the influence of the Spring
49, the buttonhole cutter operated, the work
clamp opened, and the machine Stopped, all with
out, completing the Sewing cycle. In accordance
with the present invention, means are provided
whereby, if the stop mechanism is moved far
enough to start the machine at all, its movement
into full running position (in which it is latched
until automatically released only at the comple
tion of the sewing cycle) is insured. As herein

movement.

10

the cam surface. 52 of the resistor element 42

beyond the cam Surface ?53 of the element | 43,

the stop bolt 5 will not be completely withdrawn
from the notch c and stop shoulder d, and the

5

“false start.' If, however, the treadle is de

pressed far enough to withdraw the end of the
stop bolt from the notch c and shoulder d, so as to
permit the machine to start, the cam surface 52
Will have passed out of engagement with the cam
surface 53, and the tension which has been im

9 is a resistor aSSembly adapted to interpose

parted to the spring 4 by the coaction of the
resistor elements during the initial depression of

a Substantial resistance to the movement of said

arm (and consequently of the stop mechanism)
to an extent Sufficient to cause or permit the
machine to start, and to Suddenly discontinue

the treadle, will cause the stop devices to be
Snapped into the full running position in which
they are retained by the latch ?o. Therefore,

the resistance when the arm has been moved to

when the treadle is released, the stop devices will

Such an extent. This resistor assembly comprises

30

by the arm 9 and a cooperating element 43
On the frame. The element 42 comprises a dog

pivoted at 44 to a bracket 45 secured to the
arm 9t, Said dog having a stop shoulder 46

40

1. In a sewing machine or the like having a
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
nism movable into and out of stopping position,
means for retaining said stop mechanism out of
stopping position during said cycle of operations
and for restoring the Same to stopping position
upon the completion of Said cycle, manually oper
ated means for moving said stop mechanism out

In Operation, when the treadle 93 is depressed,
initial downward movement of the arm 9 brings
the can Surface 52 into engagement with the
cam Surface 53. Since the dog 42 is held
against counter-clockwise movement about its
pivot 44 by engagement of its stop shoulder 46
With the bracket f45, further downward move
ment of the arm 9 is possible only by forcing the

engagement with the cam surface f 53, so that the
tension (previously applied as above explained) of
the Spring 4f causes the lever 88 and shaft 46 to
be Snapped into the full running position in

which said shaft is retained by the latch OE, the
downward movement of the arm 9 under the
influence of the Spring 4 being checked by en
gagement thereof with an upturned stop projec
tion 54 on the bottom wall of the base A. When
the treadle 93 is subsequently released to permit

alent, foot, leg, hand, etc. operated devices.
I claim:

ating inclined cam faces 152 and í 53 which are
brought into engagement when the arm 9 is
moved downwardly.

before the machine can start. As, or just before,
the end of the Stop bolt 5 leaves the notch c and
Stop shoulder d, the can surface 52 passes out of

completion of the full cycle of operations of the
machine and the automatic release of the latch
lo, as above explained, and there will have been
no 'false start.'

ually Operated member' and the like, as herein
after used, are intended to include all such equiv.

opposed projections 50 and 5 having cooper

block 43 laterally, against the resistance of the
Spring 48, by the wedging or camming action of
the surfaces 52 and 53, thereby imposing a con
Siderable Strain or tension upon the spring 4f.
This all occurs before the end of the stop bolt 5
is completely withdrawn from the notch c and
Stop Shoulder d of the cam 52, and therefore

not be returned to stopping position until the

It is obvious that in place of the treadle 93, a
hand or knee operated lever might be employed,
and the terms “manually operated means', “man

adapted to engage a portion of said bracket and 3

thereby limit movement of said dog on its pivot
in a Counter-clockwise direction (as viewed in
Fig. 2), in which direction it is urged by a spring
4. The element 43 comprises a block secured
to the free upper end of a flat spring 48 secured
at its lower end to a bracket 49 which, in turn,
is secured to the bottom wall of the base A. The
elements 42 and 43 are formed respectively with

machine will not start, so that if the treadle be
released, the spring 49 will return the stop devices

to full stopping position, and there Will be no

shown, Such means are as follows.
The arm 9 of the lever '88 is connected with
the treadle 93 through a link & 0 and a spring
4. ASSociated and cooperating with the arm

(See particularly Fig. 2) an element f42 carried

From the foregoing it will be seen that if the
treadle 93 is not depressed far enough to carry

of stopping position, and means for compelling

movement of said stop mechanism into a position

to be retained by said retaining means, when
moved Out of Stopping position by Said manually
operated means, before permitting its return to
stopping position.

2. In a sewing machine or the like having a pre
determined cycle of operations, stop mechanism
movable between a stopping position and a run
ning position and normally biased toward stop

30

ping position, manually operated means for mov
ing Said Stop mechanism out of stopping position,
a detent for retaining Said stop mechanism in
running position, means for automatically releas

ing said detent upon completion of the cycle of

Operations, and means aSSociated with said man
ually Operated means for insuring the movement
of Said stop mechanism into a position to be

retained by said detent when moved out of stop
ping position.
3. In a Sewing machine or the like having a
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
nism movable into and Out of Stopping position,

means for moving said stop mechanism out of
stopping position, a manually operated member,
75 means including a Spring connecting Said manu

5
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ally operated member and moving means, and
said lever, a dog carried by said lever arm, a
means for interposing a yielding resistance to the
block, and a spring for yieldingly resisting move

initial movement of Said moving means and for

discontinuing said resistance substantially upon
the completion of the movement of Said stop,

mechanism out of stopping position.
4. In a sewing machine or the like having a
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha

nism movable into and out of stopping position,
means including a lever for moving Said stop
mechanism out of stopping position, a manually

ment of said block transversely of the path of .
movement of said lever arm, said dog and block
having cooperating cam surfaces brought into
engagement upon initial movement of said al
in the direction to move said Stop mechanism
out of stopping position, whereby further move
ment of said arm is possible only by forcing said
O block laterally against the resistance of its Spring,

and said cam surfaces being so relatively ar
ranged as to pass out of engagement with each
other substantially upon the completion of the
movement of said stop mechanism out of Stopping
ance to the initial movement of Said lever and for 5 position
discontinuing said resistance Substantially upon
8. In a sewing machine or the like having a
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
the completion of the movement of Said stop

operated member, means including a Spring con
necting said manually operated member and
lever, and means for interposing a yielding resist

mechanism out of stopping position.
nism movable into and out of stopping position,
5. In a sewing machine or the like having a
manually operated means for moving said stop
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha 20 mechanism out of stopping position, and means
nism movable into and out of stopping position,
for interposing a yielding resistance to the initial
means for retaining said stop mechanism. Out of
movement of said moving means and for discon
stopping position during said cycle of operations
tinuing said resistance substantially upon the
and for restoring the same to stopping position
completion of the movement of said stop mech

upon the completion of said cycle, means for 25
moving said stop mechanism out of stopping posi
tion, a manually operated member, means includ
ing a spring connecting said manually operated
member and moving means, and means for inter
posing a yielding resistance to the initial move-. 30
ment of said moving means and for discontinuing
said resistance substantially upon the completion
of the movement of said stop mechanism out of
stopping position.

6. In a sewing machine or the like having a pre

determined cycle of operations, stop mechanism
movable into and out of stopping position, means
including a lever for moving said stop mechanism
out of stopping position, a manually operated

erating cam surfaces brought into engagement
upon initial movement of said arm in the direc
tion to move said stop mechanism out of stop
ping position, whereby further movement of Said
arm is possible only by forcing said block lat
erally against the resistance of its Spring, and Said
cam surfaces being so relatively arranged as to
pass out of engagement with each other sub
stantially upon the completion of the movement
of said stop mechanism Out of stopping posi
tion.

10. In a sewing machine or the like having a
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
nism movable into Spaced stopping and running
positions, respectively, means for retaining said

45

50

ping position sufficiently far to permit the ima
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7. In a sewing machine or the like having a

predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
60

of said cycle of operations for holding said stop

mechanism. Out of stopping position, means in
cluding a lever for moving said stop mechanism
Out of Stopping position, a manually operated

member, means including a spring connecting
Said manually operated member with one arm of

stop mechanism in running position during said
stopping position upon completion of said cycle,
manually operated means for moving said stop
mechanism out of Stopping position, and means
for compelling movement of said stop mechanism
into running position when moved out of stop

Cycle of operations and for restoring the same to .

chine to start.

w

nism movable into and out of stopping position
and normally biased toward said position, a de
tent automatically released upon the completion

predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
nism movable into and out of stopping position,
means for retaining said stop mechanism out of
stopping position during said cycle of operations
and for restoring the same to stopping position
upon the completion of said cycle, manually op
erated means for moving said stop mechanism
out of stopping position, and means for interpos
ing a yielding resistance to the initial movement
of said moving means and for discontinuing said
resistance Substantially upon the completion of
the movement of Said stop mechanism out of
Stopping position.

member, means including a spring connecting

said manually operated member with one arm of
said lever, a dog carried by said lever arm, a block,
and a spring for yieldingly resisting movement of
said block transversely of the path of movement
of said lever arm, said dog and block having coop

anism out of Stopping position.
9. In a sewing machine or the like having. a.
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11. In a Sewing machine or the like having a
predetermined cycle of operations, stop mecha
nism movable into Spaced stopping and running .
positions, respectively, means for retaining said
stop mechanism in running position during said

cycle of Operations and for restoring the same to
stopping position upon completion of said cycle,
manually operated means for moving said stop
mechanism out of stopping position, and means,
asSociated at least in part with said manually
Operated means, for compelling movement of said

stop mechanism into running position when
moved out of stopping position sufficiently far to
permit the machine to start.
RATPH. A. COLLINS.

